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Impact of DOTS compared with DOTS-plus on multidrug
resistant tuberculosis and tuberculosis deaths: decision
analysis
Timothy R Sterling, Harold P Lehmann, Thomas R Frieden

Abstract
Objective This study sought to determine the impact
of the World Health Organization’s directly observed
treatment strategy (DOTS) compared with that of
DOTS-plus on tuberculosis deaths, mainly in the
developing world.
Design Decision analysis with Monte Carlo simulation
of a Markov decision tree.
Data sources People with smear positive pulmonary
tuberculosis.
Data analysis Analyses modelled different levels of
programme effectiveness of DOTS and DOTS-plus,
and high (10%) and intermediate (3%) proportions of
primary multidrug resistant tuberculosis, while
accounting for exogenous reinfection.
Main outcome measure The cumulative number of
tuberculosis deaths per 100 000 population over 10
years.
Results The model predicted that under DOTS, 276
people would die from tuberculosis (24 multidrug
resistant and 252 not multidrug resistant) over 10
years under optimal implementation in an area with
3% primary multidrug resistant tuberculosis. Optimal
implementation of DOTS-plus would result in four
(1.5%) fewer deaths. If implementation of DOTS-plus
were to result in a decrease of just 5% in the
effectiveness of DOTS, 16% more people would die
with tuberculosis than under DOTS alone. In an area
with 10% primary multidrug resistant tuberculosis,
10% fewer deaths would occur under optimal
DOTS-plus than under optimal DOTS, but 16% more
deaths would occur if implementation of DOTS-plus
were to result in a 5% decrease in the effectiveness of
DOTS
Conclusions Under optimal implementation, fewer
tuberculosis deaths would occur under DOTS-plus
than under DOTS. If, however, implementation of
DOTS-plus were associated with even minimal
decreases in the effectiveness of treatment,
substantially more patients would die than under
DOTS.

Introduction
The current recommendation for initial treatment of
tuberculosis includes the standard first line regimen of

isoniazid, rifampicin, pyrazinamide, and ethambutol.
Since 1993 the World Health Organization has recom-
mended that treatment be given as part of a
comprehensive policy known as DOTS (directly
observed treatment, short course; box).1 However, out-
comes are poor when patients who are infected with
Mycobacterium tuberculosis resistant to isoniazid and
rifampicin (multidrug resistant tuberculosis) are
treated with the standard regimen.2 3 Reserve or
second line antituberculosis drugs have therefore
become components of treatment regimens in
national programmes. This approach is known as
DOTS-plus (box).4 Although regimens based on
reserve drugs have been reported to attain high rates
of success of treatment in patients with multidrug
resistant tuberculosis,5 6 the proposed widespread
implementation of DOTS-plus has been controversial.7

In 1999, DOTS was used for 23% of smear positive
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis globally.8 Second line
agents that would be used under DOTS-plus are more
expensive, more difficult to administer, and often
poorly tolerated. Our hypothesis is that the implemen-
tation of DOTS-plus might divert resources from
DOTS, decreasing the effectiveness of DOTS. In
addition, if DOTS-plus were to be implemented
incompletely the bacterium could develop resistance
to second line agents, which would exacerbate rather
than alleviate drug resistant tuberculosis.

A randomised controlled clinical trial assessing the
effectiveness of DOTS compared with that of
DOTS-plus is unlikely ever to be conducted because of
logistical and ethical concerns. Since data on the effec-
tiveness of both DOTS and DOTS-plus are available,
however, we used decision analysis to compare the
possible outcomes of the two treatment strategies and
to assess the impact of varying levels of effectiveness.

Methods
We analysed data for HIV seronegative adults in the
developing world who had smear positive pulmonary
tuberculosis. Not enough data on the effectiveness of
DOTS and DOTS-plus in HIV positive patients were
available to be included in the analysis. We analysed
DOTS and DOTS-plus for differing levels of effective-
ness of the programmes, under conditions with
moderate (3%) and high (10%) proportions of cases of
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incident multidrug resistant tuberculosis. We assessed
the impact of the different treatment strategies by
tabulating the cumulative number of tuberculosis
deaths that occurred for each scenario. Because the
impact of control programmes for tuberculosis on case
rates and mortality usually becomes noticeable within
5-10 years of implementation, we assessed the effect of
the two treatment strategies over a period of 10 years.

Definitions
We defined non-multidrug resistant tuberculosis as
disease due to infection with M tuberculosis with
susceptibility to all antituberculosis agents or without
resistance to isoniazid and rifampicin. We defined
multidrug resistant tuberculosis as resistant to isoni-
azid and rifampicin, and highly drug resistant tubercu-
losis as resistant to isoniazid, rifampicin, and at least
one second line antituberculosis agent (such as a fluo-

roquinolone, ethionamide, para-aminosalicylic acid,
cycloserine, or capreomycin).

Model
We used a Monte Carlo simulation of a Markov model
(figure) to perform the decision analysis.9 For each sce-
nario we followed a hypothetical cohort for 10 years,
with a cycle length of one year. We defined the
probability of each event for each cycle. For each
analysis we performed 25 000 Monte Carlo simula-
tions and expressed the cumulative number of
tuberculosis deaths as the rate per 100 000 people
during the 10 year period. To allow for a valid
comparison between the different scenarios of
treatment, and because the number of multidrug
resistant and highly drug resistant outcomes was small,
we used the same random sequence for all analyses. We
used DATA version 3.5 (TreeAge Software, William-
stown, MA, USA) for our data analysis.

Probability estimates
We obtained probability estimates from articles in peer
reviewed journals but excluded data published in
abstract form only. We identified studies through a
Medline search and obtained data from global reports
published by WHO. Tables 1 and 2 show the estimates
we used for the analyses of optimal DOTS and DOTS-
plus and the references for these estimates. When
more than one value was present in different reports
we used the mean value. Whenever possible we used
data from studies conducted in the developing world.
We excluded studies evaluating the effectiveness of
DOTS-plus that included surgical management, to
maintain comparability with studies evaluating the
effectiveness of DOTS (which did not include surgical
management). Because patients treated for prevalent
multidrug resistant tuberculosis (previously treated
patients who remain ill) have lower survival rates than
patients treated for incident multidrug resistant tuber-
culosis10 we assumed that patients with prevalent multi-
drug resistant tuberculosis had a lower chance of cure
without specific treatment than other untreated
patients (for example, 10% v 20%; table 1). Because of
the greater extent of drug resistance we assumed that
patients with highly drug resistant tuberculosis treated
with DOTS-plus were less likely to be cured and to sur-

DOTS and DOTS-plus: treatment strategies for
pulmonary tuberculosis in the developing
world

DOTS is a package of five points:
• Commitment of governments to a national
tuberculosis programme
• Detection of cases through case finding by sputum
smear microscopy examination of patients with
suspected tuberculosis in general health services
• Standardised short course chemotherapy with the
first line drugs isoniazid, rifampicin, pyrazinamide, and
ethambutol (or streptomycin) for, at least, all smear
positive cases of tuberculosis under proper conditions
of case management
• Regular, uninterrupted supply of all essential
antituberculosis drugs
• A monitoring system for programme supervision
and evaluation.

In addition:
• Mycobacterial cultures and drug susceptibility
testing are not required
• Treatment is started on the basis of symptoms or a
positive smear
• Second line drugs are not used
• Three categories of treatment regimens exist; all are
directly observed
• In the developing world, mycobacterial cultures and
susceptibility testing are generally not performed, so
drug resistance is not detected even if it is present

In DOTS-plus:
• Second line antituberculosis drugs (more toxic and
expensive, and less effective, than first line drugs) are
used. The regimen includes two or more drugs to
which the isolate is susceptible, including one drug
given parenterally for six months or more. Total
duration of treatment 18-24 months; treatment is
directly observed
• Treatment regimen is either:
Individualised according to drug susceptibility test
results of the M tuberculosis isolate identified on
culture; or
Given as a standardised regimen to patients who fail
supervised re-treatment (for example, when culture
and drug susceptibility testing are not performed).
• Mycobacterial cultures and drug susceptibility
testing may be performed.

No TB
Incident

TB
MDR
TB

Non-MDR
TB

Non-MDR TB = M tuberculosis susceptible to first line antituberculosis
agents or isolates not resistant to isoniazid and rifampicin

MDR TB = M tuberculosis resistant to isoniazid and rifampicin
HDR TB = M tuberculosis resistant to isoniazid, rifampicin, plus at

least one second line antituberculosis agent

HDR
TB

Death

Transition states of the Markov analysis
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vive than patients with multidrug resistant tuberculosis
treated with DOTS-plus (table 1).

For analyses of the optimal implementation of
DOTS and DOTS-plus we used the baseline probabili-
ties for survival and cure rates (table 1). The probabili-
ties under optimal DOTS-plus differed from those
under DOTS in that rates of survival and cure of
patients with multidrug resistant tuberculosis were
higher under DOTS-plus. In addition, patients treated
under DOTS-plus receive second line agents and could
therefore develop resistance to these drugs (and
consequently develop highly drug resistant tuberculo-
sis), but we assumed that patients treated under DOTS
could not..

When we assessed DOTS-plus with decreased
levels of effectiveness of the programme, survival and
cure rates of multidrug resistant, highly drug resistant,
and non-multidrug resistant tuberculosis fell by a per-
centage of the baseline rate (for example, 5%), and the
rate of patients developing highly drug resistant tuber-
culosis rose.

Conditions of the analysis
We accounted for mortality from all causes during the
year when tuberculosis was diagnosed, although the
rate we used included more than one year of follow up.
Death rates for both untreated and treated tuberculosis
were for HIV negative patients and were not adjusted
for patients’ age. We accounted for exogenous reinfec-
tion with M tuberculosis by putting patients cured of
active disease back in the pool of people at risk for
incident tuberculosis. A case of incident tuberculosis
became a case of prevalent disease if it had not been
cured after one cycle (one year).

Cost effectiveness
We determined the incremental cost effectiveness of
DOTS-plus compared with DOTS by multiplying the
marginal added cost of DOTS-plus (compared with
DOTS) by the number of patients needed to treat

under DOTS-plus to avert one death (compared with
treating all patients under DOTS). We determined the
number needed to treat by taking the reciprocal of the
difference in cumulative deaths under DOTS-plus
compared with DOTS. We included only costs related
to the patient (such as medicine, medical personnel,
and laboratory costs), not costs related to the
programme (fixed costs), when determining the
marginal added cost. In such a model, local costs can
be used to assess local cost effectiveness of DOTS-plus;
this is preferred given the variability in costs among
programmes to control tuberculosis. In the example
used for this analysis, we used marginal cost estimates
from India. For DOTS, the marginal cost per patient
was $10 (£6; €10) (T R Frieden, unpublished data,
2000).25 For DOTS-plus, we assumed that no more
than 10% of patients would receive second line drugs
and culture and susceptibility testing. The calculated
costs were $200 for culture and susceptibility plus
$2000 for second line agents.26 We averaged out the
costs of DOTS-plus over all patients:
(0.1×$2200)+(0.9×$10)=$229. Thus, the average cost
per patient under DOTS-plus would be approximately
$230 and the marginal added cost of DOTS-plus
(compared with DOTS) would be $230 − $10=$220.

Table 1 Outcomes and probabilities of DOTS and DOTS-plus for smear positive pulmonary tuberculosis. Tuberculosis is incident
unless otherwise indicated

Type of tuberculosis Outcome for patients DOTS (%) DOTS-plus (%)

Multidrug resistant, non-multidrug resistant1 Treated 70 70

Treated:

Multidrug resistant Alive 913 9411,12

Multidrug resistant Cured 473 4711,12

Prevalent, multidrug resistant Alive 893 9411,12

Prevalent, multidrug resistant Cured 213 4711,12

Multidrug resistant Highly drug resistant tuberculosis 0 1013

Not treated:

Multidrug resistant, non-multidrug resistant14,15 Alive 50 50

Multidrug resistant, non-multidrug resistant16 Cured 20 20

Prevalent, multidrug resistant Cured 10 10

Treated:

Non-multidrug resistant17,18 Alive 96 96

Non-multidrug resistant3,17,19 Cured 79 79

Non-multidrug resistant2,20 Multidrug resistant tuberculosis 2† 2†

Prevalent, non-multidrug resistant17 Alive 94 94

Prevalent, non-multidrug resistant3,17,19 Cured 72 72

Highly drug resistant (treated)1 Treated — 70

Highly drug resistant Alive — 70

Highly drug resistant Cured — 40

*12.5% when programme effectiveness decreases by 5%, and 15% when programme effectiveness decreases by 10%. Data not from developing world or
pretreatment era.
†Assumes that the proportion of incident tuberculosis that is multidrug resistant is 3%. This value is 4% when the proportion of incident tuberculosis that is
multidrug resistant is 10%.

Table 2 Cases of smear positive pulmonary tuberculosis per 100 000 population
associated with 3% and 10% incidence of multidrug resistant tuberculosis

3% incidence
10%

incidence

Proportion (%) of incident tuberculosis that is multidrug resistant21-23 3 10

Annual incidence22 24 100 100

Prevalence:22 24 250 250

Multidrug resistant tuberculosis21-24 25 100

Non-multidrug resistant tuberculosis24 225 150
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Results
Optimal implementation of DOTS
Based on the probabilities in table 1 for a hypothetical
cohort treated with DOTS and for a setting in which
the proportion of primary multidrug resistant tubercu-
losis is 3% (table 2), 276 deaths per 100 000 population
would occur during a 10 year period among smear
positive cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. Of these, 252
would have non-multidrug resistant and 24 multidrug
resistant disease (table 3).

Optimal implementation of DOTS-plus
Based on the probabilities for DOTS-plus (table 1) and
for the same hypothetical cohort and proportion of
primary multidrug resistant tuberculosis, four (1.5%)
fewer patients would die than under DOTS. Eight
fewer patients would die with multidrug resistant
tuberculosis, but four more would die with non-
multidrug resistant tuberculosis (table 3).

Suboptimal implementation of DOTS-plus
Since DOTS-plus may not be implemented optimally
and its effectiveness would therefore be diminished, we
performed the analysis for scenarios in which the sur-
vival and cure rates of patients with non-multidrug
resistant and multidrug resistant tuberculosis were
each 5% or 10% less effective than in the DOTS analy-
sis. In addition, the risk of developing highly drug
resistant tuberculosis increased with decreasing effec-
tiveness of the programme. If attention to DOTS-plus
were to divert resources from DOTS and result in
tuberculosis survival and cure rates just 5% less than
those under DOTS, 44 more patients would die with
tuberculosis than under DOTS, which represents a
16% increase in the number of deaths. If DOTS-plus
were 10% less effective than optimal DOTS, 144 addi-
tional patients would die compared with DOTS, which
represents a 52% increase (table 3).

DOTS and DOTS-plus in “hotspots” of multidrug
resistant tuberculosis
We then compared the effectiveness of DOTS and
DOTS-plus in an area where a high proportion (10%)

of cases of incident tuberculosis had multidrug
resistance and also adjusted the prevalence of
multidrug resistant and non-multidrug resistant tuber-
culosis (table 2). Under optimal conditions, 40 fewer
patients would die with multidrug resistant tuberculo-
sis under DOTS-plus than under DOTS, but also in
four deaths due to highly drug resistant tuberculosis
that would not have occurred under DOTS. Overall,
optimal DOTS-plus would result in 10% fewer deaths
than DOTS. If DOTS-plus were to divert resources
from DOTS such that DOTS was just 5% less effective
than under optimal conditions, however, 52 more
patients would die from tuberculosis than under base-
line DOTS, representing a 16% increase in the number
of deaths (see table 3). If the effectiveness of the control
programme decreased by 10%, 128 more patients
would die with tuberculosis than under DOTS,
representing a 40% increase.

Incremental cost effectiveness of DOTS-plus
In a setting in which the proportion of primary multi-
drug resistant tuberculosis is 3%, the number needed
to treat under DOTS-plus to avert one death
compared with treating all patients under DOTS
would be 1/(276 − 272)/1250=313 patients, where the
denominator of 1250 represents prevalent and
incident cases per 100 000 population with initial
treatment over 10 years. Assuming a marginal added
cost of DOTS-plus of $220, the incremental cost effec-
tiveness ratio would be $220×313=$68 860 spent for
each death averted. In a setting where the proportion
of primary multidrug resistant tuberculosis is 10%, the
number needed to treat under DOTS-plus would be
1/(320 − 288)/1250=39 patients, with an incremental
cost effectiveness ratio of $220×39=$8580.

Discussion
In an area with 3% primary multidrug resistant tuber-
culosis and under optimal implementation of the pro-
gramme for 10 years, DOTS-plus would result in 1.5%
fewer total deaths from tuberculosis than DOTS, owing
to a decrease in the number of deaths due to multidrug

Table 3 Cumulative number of deaths (due to prevalent cases of tuberculosis at the start of the analysis and to incident cases during
the 10 year period under analysis) from tuberculosis per 100 000 population during a 10 year period. Decrements in effectiveness of
treatment are compared with baseline DOTS. Numbers in parentheses represent the increase or decrease (−) in the cumulative
number of deaths compared with DOTS

Resistance level of Mycobacterium tuberculosis

Control programme* Non-multidrug resistant Multidrug resistant Highly drug resistant Total

3% incident tuberculosis

DOTS 252 24 0 276

DOTS-plus:

Optimal implementation 256 (4) 16 (−8) 0 272 (−4)

5% decrease in effectiveness of DOTS 292 (40) 20 (−4) 8 (8) 320 (+44)

10% decrease in effectiveness of DOTS 388 (136) 28 (4) 4 (4) 420 (+144)

10% incident tuberculosis

DOTS 212 108 0 320

DOTS-plus:

Optimal implementation 216 (4) 68 (−40) 4 (4) 288 (−32)

5% decrease in effectiveness of DOTS 256 (44) 100 (−8) 16 (16) 372 (+52)

10% decrease in effectiveness of DOTS 316 (104) 120 (12) 12 (12) 448 (+128)

*In a sensitivity analysis that assessed the impact of varying each probability estimate in table 1 by ±10% from the baseline value, only six variables had any impact
on the results, and they were the same for both strategies. In decreasing order of impact on results, the variables were survival rate of treated non-multidrug
resistant tuberculosis and prevalent non-multidrug resistant tuberculosis, proportion of patients treated, survival rate of untreated tuberculosis, and cure rates of
treated non-multidrug resistant tuberculosis and prevalent non-multidrug resistant tuberculosis. The impact was primarily on deaths from non-multidrug resistant
tuberculosis, with minimal to no impact on deaths from multidrug resistant and highly drug resistant tuberculosis. No changes occurred in the relative rank order of
deaths (non-multidrug resistant, multidrug resistant, and highly drug resistant tuberculosis) in any of the analyses. The sensitivity analysis therefore did not affect
the relative benefit of the DOTS and DOTS-plus strategies, or the conclusions of the analysis.
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resistant tuberculosis. Optimal DOTS-plus would
therefore lower mortality due to tuberculosis slightly,
even in settings with low rates of multidrug resistant
tuberculosis. In an area with 10% primary multidrug
resistant tuberculosis and under ideal conditions,
DOTS-plus would have a greater impact on lowering
total mortality due to tuberculosis (10% fewer deaths)
and multidrug resistant tuberculosis. This would be
expected since DOTS-plus should have a greater
impact in areas with higher rates of multidrug resistant
tuberculosis.

The finding is striking, however, that if treatment of
tuberculosis in the context of DOTS-plus is only 5%
less effective than optimal DOTS the cumulative
number of tuberculosis deaths would be substantially
higher under DOTS-plus than under DOTS. DOTS-
plus would therefore be beneficial as a programme
only if it were truly “plus”—if it did not divert resources
from DOTS.

Limitations of the study
This study has several limitations. Firstly, we did not
include morbidity due to adverse reactions to the drugs
in the analysis. Given the greater toxicity of the second
line antituberculosis agents used for DOTS-plus, this
would be yet another caution against widespread use of
the strategy. Secondly, although the model incorpo-
rated the risk of reinfection with M tuberculosis, it did
not measure the impact of secondary transmission
from people with active tuberculosis. This would tend
to underestimate both the potential benefits of DOTS
and the potential negative impact of poor implementa-
tion. Thirdly, we assumed that highly drug resistant
tuberculosis could not develop in settings where
second line drugs were not used in the treatment regi-
men. This may not be true in areas where agents such
as fluoroquinolones are widely available. However, the
risk of developing highly drug resistant tuberculosis in
such settings has not been measured and was therefore
not included in the analysis. HIV was not accounted for
in the analysis because of insufficient data on the effec-
tiveness of DOTS and DOTS-plus among HIV positive
patients. Although HIV infection is associated with an
increased risk of tuberculosis among patients infected
with M tuberculosis, it is not associated with an increased
rate of drug resistant tuberculosis.27

Strengths of the study
Although our baseline analysis assumed that DOTS-
plus can be implemented effectively, the proportion of
patients completing even standard treatment regimens
is low in areas where multidrug resistant tuberculosis
has become a major problem.21 In areas where direct
smear microscopy and giving two to four relatively
non-toxic drugs for six months is impossible, routinely
performing mycobacterial cultures and first and
second line susceptibility testing as well as administer-
ing four to seven toxic drugs for 18-24 months is
unlikely to be possible.

A tuberculosis control programme should have
implemented effective DOTS before implementing
DOTS-plus.28 A poorly run control programme can
generate multidrug resistant tuberculosis, but effective
DOTS can decrease the rates of multidrug resistant
tuberculosis.29 More widespread implementation of
effective DOTS would therefore decrease the number
of cases for which DOTS-plus would be necessary.30

Currently, 77% of tuberculosis cases worldwide are not
treated even with DOTS.8

Varying the values of the baseline probability
estimates (the sensitivity analysis) did not affect the
relative benefit of the DOTS and DOTS-plus strategies
or the conclusions of the analysis. This indicates that
the findings were relatively robust. The sensitivity
analysis also showed that the variables that had the
greatest influence on the results were the survival rates
of patients with non-multidrug resistant tuberculosis
and the proportion of patients who received treatment.
This underscores the importance of focusing the pro-
grammes’ efforts on treating patients with non-
multidrug resistant tuberculosis and ensuring that
treatment is successful.

In this analysis the outcome used to assess
effectiveness of the programmes was death with tuber-
culosis because death is a clearly defined outcome that
takes into account both the development of active
tuberculosis and the effectiveness of treatment. The
number of cases of incident tuberculosis is not as
instructive because it is not as direct a measure of the
effectiveness of treatment (and therefore the effective-
ness of tuberculosis control programmes). The model
tested in this analysis assumed that the incidence of
tuberculosis was the same under all scenarios tested.
Although the incidence of tuberculosis could increase
in settings where the programme’s effectiveness is
decreased, this is not supported by available data and
was not included in the analysis.

The incremental cost effectiveness ratio in our
baseline model for DOTS-plus ($68 860 to avert one
death under DOTS-plus compared with DOTS) is
within range of other treatments. However, when the
implementation of DOTS-plus leads to reduced effec-
tiveness of DOTS, the DOTS-plus strategy is both less
effective and more costly. Given the variation in costs
per patient, fixed programme costs, and drug
resistance among different geographical regions, as
well as population size, further modelling would be

What is already known on this topic

DOTS is an effective, albeit underused, strategy for
treating tuberculosis

DOTS may be insufficiently effective in treating
multidrug resistant tuberculosis

The use of toxic reserve drugs (DOTS-plus) is an
effective but costly strategy for treating multidrug
resistant tuberculosis

The impact of the implementation of DOTS-plus
on overall tuberculosis control is unknown

What this study adds

If implementation of DOTS-plus is associated with
even minimal decreases in the effectiveness of
DOTS, more patients would die with tuberculosis
under DOTS-plus than under DOTS alone

If DOTS-plus is implemented, it must not divert
resources from and decrease the effectiveness of
DOTS
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necessary to make a recommendation for a local
jurisdiction.

This analysis does not indicate that DOTS-plus
should not be implemented. Rather, it shows the very
notable risks associated with implementation of
DOTS-plus and shows that, where the strategy is
implemented, second line drugs must be used
effectively and first line treatment strengthened and
insulated from the demands of providing second line
drugs on a programme basis.
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